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Quiz Date: 19th April 2020 

Directions (1-5): Study the information carefully and answer the questions given 
below. 
Eight boxes K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, R are placed one above another. Each of them contains 
different fruits Apple, Mango, Banana, Guava, Grapes, Papaya, Orange, Litchi. Box O contain 
Litchi. Two boxes are placed between box O and box K. Box M contain Guava and placed 
immediately above box P. Only two boxes are placed between box P and box R which 
contains Banana. Only one box is placed between box O and box R. Four boxes are placed 
between box Q and N and box Q is placed above box N. Not more than one box is placed 
between box N and L which contains Papaya. The box which contain Banana is placed 
below box N. Box of Orange is placed immediately above box of Mango. Box N does not 
contain Apple.  
 
Q1. Which of the following box contain Mango? 
(a) M                                     
(b) K                                    
(c) P             
(d) L          
(e) None of these 
 
Q2. How many boxes are placed between box M and N? 
(a) None                                
(b) One                      
(c) Two   
(d) Three     
(e) More than three 
 
Q3. Box P contain which of the following fruit? 
(a) Apple                              
(b) Mango                       
(c) Orange     
(d) Guava   
(e) Grapes 
 
Q4. If box of Orange is related to M, box of Guava is related to O, in a certain way then in the 
same way box of Grapes is related to which of the following? 
(a) R                              
(b) N                       
(c) Q    
(d) L    
(e) K  
 
Q5. Which of the following box is placed at the top and bottom respectively? 
(a) M, L                        
(b) K, N                       
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(c) Q, L     
(d) P, O   
(e) M, K 
 
Directions (6-10): Study the information carefully and answer the questions given 
below. 
Eight persons P, Q, R, S, T, U, V, and W going for the vacation on different month viz. June, 
July, August and September. They are going on two different dates of the same year 22nd 
and 29th. Only one person going on one date. All the given information is not necessary in 
the same order. Only two persons going for the vacation after T. U going for the vacation in 
the month which has 30day. There are two persons going for the vacation between U and V 
who does not going in the same month with T. R does not going for the vacation in the 
month which has 31 days. P is not going in the same date and month as T going. There is 
one-month gap between V and W who going on odd date. S going after U and R but before Q 
but not immediately before. Q does not go in the month which has 31 days. 
 
Q6. Who among the following person going for the vacation on 29th June? 
(a) U 
(b) R 
(c) W 
(d) S 
(e) P 
 
Q7. How many persons going after S? 
(a) One 
(b) Two 
(c) Three 
(d) More than three 
(e) None 
 
Q8. How many persons goes between P and the person who going on 29th July? 
(a) None 
(b) One 
(c) Two 
(d) Three 
(e) More than three 
 
Q9. Which of the following combination is true regarding the given statement? 
(a) August-P 
(b) June-V 
(c) September-Q 
(d) July-T 
(e) None of these. 
 
Q10. Four of the following five are alike in a certain way so form a group find the one which 
does not belong to that group? 
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(a) U 
(b) R 
(c) Q 
(d) W 
(e) S 
 
Directions (11-15): Study the following information carefully and answer the question 
given below- 
There are eight friends i.e. A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H who have seated around a square table in 
which four are seated at the middle of the side and four are seated at the corner of the square 
table. The one who sits at the corner faces outside and the one who sits at the middle of side 
of square faces towards the centre. A sits 3rd left of H who is immediate right of E. G is not 
neighbor of F. There are two friends who sit between D who faces inside and C. H sits 
diagonally opposite to C and faces opposite direction. A sits 2nd left of F who is immediate 
neighbor of B. 
 
Q11. Who among the following sits immediate right of F? 
(a) B 
(b) A  
(c) C 
(d) F 
(e) G 
 
Q12. How many friends sits between the one who sits 2nd left of E and the one who is 
immediate right of C, counting from clockwise from the one who is immediate right of C? 
(a) Six 
(b) Three 
(c) Five 
(d) Four 
(e) No one 
 
Q13. Who among the following sits 3rd right of G? 
(a) A 
(b) E 
(c) G 
(d) H 
(e) None of these 
 
Q14. Who among the following faces outside? 
(a) E 
(b) D 
(c) G 
(d) A 
(e) F 
 
Q15. If B is related to F and E is related to H, then D is related to what? 
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(a) D 
(b) C 
(c) B 
(d) G 
(e) F 
 
Solutions (1-5): 
Sol. 

 
 
S1. Ans.(b) 
S2. Ans.(c) 
S3. Ans.(a) 
S4. Ans.(d) 
S5. Ans.(c) 
 
Solutions (6-10): 
Sol. 

 
S6. Ans.(b) 
S7. Ans.(c) 
S8. Ans.(a) 
S9. Ans.(c) 
S10. Ans.(e) 
 
Solutions (11-15): 
Sol.  
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S11.Ans.(a) 
S12.Ans.(c) 
S13.Ans.(b) 
S14.Ans.(c) 
S15.Ans.(d) 
 
 
 


